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Abstract
Gossiping has been considered intensively for butterﬂies and “simple” butterﬂies (which have no
wrap-around connections). In the “telephone” communication model, for a butterﬂy of order k, the
best previous gossiping algorithms require 2 12k and 3k communication rounds, respectively. By new
asymptotic methods we break through these bounds. We show that gossiping on a class of “column-
based” networks, which also contains the cube-connected cycles, can be reduced to the simpler
problem of “row-gossiping”. Row-gossiping in turn is reduced to “coherent row-broadcasting”. This
latter problem is sufﬁciently simple to be solved by a sophisticated computer program for butterﬂies
with up to 15 × 215 nodes. Out of the produced solutions a pattern is distilled, which can be used
to perform gossiping on butterﬂies and simple butterﬂies of order k in 2 14k + o(k) and 2 12k + o(k)
rounds, respectively, for any k, considerably reducing the gap with the lower bounds. The new upper
bounds also hold for gossiping in the weaker “telegraph” model.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Collective communication operations frequently occur in parallel computing, and their
performance often determines the overall running time of an application. One of the fun-
damental communication problems is gossiping (also called total exchange or all-to-all
non-personalized communication). Gossiping is the problem in which every processing
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unit, PU, wants to send the same packet to every other PU. Said differently, initially each of
the N PUs contains an amount of data of size h, and ﬁnally all PUs know the complete data
set of size hN . Gossiping is used in all applications in which the PUs operate autonomously
for a while, and then must exchange all gathered data to update their databases. Many
aspects of the problem have been investigated for all kinds of interconnections networks
[2–4,7,10,13,17]. In this paper we will improve on the best complexity bounds known for
gossiping for a number of networks.
We consider three kinds of networks: cube-connected cycles, butterﬂies and, lacking a
better name, simple butterﬂies, illustrated in Fig. 1. Each kind forms a parametrized class of
networks. The kth network is indicated by CCCk (cube-connected cycles),WBFk (wrapped
butterﬂy) and SBFk (simple butterﬂy), respectively. CCCk has k2k nodes, all of degree 3;
WBFk has k2k nodes, all of degree 4; and SBFk has (k+ 1)2k nodes, which are of degree 2
and 4.
CCCk andWBFk are much considered networks because of their low-degree, regularity,
small diameter and excellent routing properties. SBFk is less considered, but is very impor-
tant in the context of this paper (because the gossiping onWBFk will be explained in terms
of routing on SBFk).
In the telegraphmodel a PU can be involved in only one communication operation: either
receiving or sending, but not both. In the telephonemodel, a PU can communicate with only
one of its neighbors at a time, but it can both send and receive during this communication.
In this paper we assume the telephone model, though it is easy to see that the same results
can be obtained for the telegraph model as well (because they are based on the complexity
of a certain broadcasting problem, which, of course, works under the assumptions of the
telegraph model). As usual, we work under the unit-cost assumption, which means that
communicating PUs can exchange an arbitrary amount of data in a single communication
round.
Strong results for gossiping in the telephone model on the networks we are considering
were given in [11]. For cube-connected cycles these results have been further sharpened in
[16]. It is shown that for k8 and even, gossiping on CCCk takes exactly 5k/2− 2 rounds.
The corresponding result for odd k is (5(k+ 1))/2+ 1, leaving a gap of three rounds to the
lower bound. ForWBFk are given lower and upper bounds of 1.742k and 212k, respectively.
SBFk is not mentioned in [11], but clearly one needs at least 2k communication rounds,
because of the diameter of the network, and the algorithm for WBFk can be modiﬁed to
run in 3k rounds. Flammini and Pérennès [5,6] give a lower bound of 2.210k for SBFk . So,
for the butterﬂy networks, there remains a considerable gap between the upper and lower
bounds, and here one may hope to improve the leading constants. Experimental results are
given in [1,8,9,15]. For k12 it is shown that most of the upper bounds in [11] are not
sharp. From the results for de Bruijn and shufﬂe-exchange networks it appears that even the
leading constant in the complexity bound on the number of rounds is not optimal, which
has also been shown in [14]. On the other hand, even though being better by several rounds
than [11], the results in [1] do not suggest that gossiping onWBFk can be performed in ck
rounds for some k < 212 .
The goal of this paper is to construct algorithms for gossiping on SBFk andWBFk with a
time consumption of ck+o(k) for the smallest possible constant c. We succeed in reducing
c from 3 to 212 and from 2
1
2 to 2
1
4 , respectively.
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Fig. 1. CCC3, SBF3 andWBF3. For the butterﬂies two equivalent representations are given. Later in this paper,
we will mostly refer to the lower one. In the upper representation of WBF3, the top and bottom rows are to be
identiﬁed.
We show that the gossiping problem on networks such as CCCs and butterﬂies can be
solved in asymptotically the same time as the much simpler problem of “row-gossiping”.
Then we show that row-gossiping is not harder than a special version of a partial broad-
casting, which we call “coherent row-broadcasting”. Because schedules for SBFlk can be
obtained by gluing together l schedules for SBFk , improvements for small networks carry
over to improvements for larger networks. For k = 3 and 5, manual constructions requiring
8 and 13 rounds, respectively, already lead to considerable improvements of the previous
results. However, a pattern did not appear. A gradually reﬁned computer program helped to
ﬁnd solutions requiring 5k/2+1 rounds for all k15. By itself this proves that gossiping
on SBFk can be performed in 2.533k+ o(k). The ﬁnal step was to ﬁgure out an underlying
regular pattern.
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2. Gossiping on column-based networks
All considered networks, and in addition networks such asmeshes and tori, can be thought
to consist of a set of mutually disjoint columns (linear or circular arrays) of the same length
covering all nodes, that are connected by the other connections.We refer to networks of this
type as column-based. Because the columns all have the same size, the nodes can be divided
in rows, subsets of the nodes consisting of one node from each column. Such a subdivision
is not unique, but for a given subdivision in columns the structure of the network mostly
allows only a single sensible one. The alternative representations for the wrapped and the
simple butterﬂy networks shows that networks may be perceived in more than one way as
column-based. For the general idea these differences are not important. Throughout this
paper k gives the number of nodes per column, that is the number of rows, numbered from
0 to k− 1. For such a network we deﬁne an operation that is half-way between a broadcast
and a gossip.
Deﬁnition 1. Row-gossip (i, j) is the operation of spreading the information initially stored
in all PUs of row i to each single PUs of row j (see Fig. 2 for an illustration). A row-gossip
is row-restricted if during each of the rounds operations are performed in O(1) consecutive
rows only. Furthermore, we require that the set of rows in which a row-restricted row-gossip
is active progresses by one row after a constant number of rounds. The number of changes
of running direction and running speed is bounded by a constant.
The notions of progress, running direction and running speed are deﬁned with respect
to the ﬁxed numbering of the rows. For example, the running speed is the reciprocal of
NETWORKNETWORK
colcolcolcolcol colcolcolcolcol
1 43201 4320
Row j
Row i
AFTERBEFORE
??
Fig. 2. Row-gossip(i, j) is the task of routing the union of all data in row i to all PUs in row j. In the picture the
5× 1 rectangles designate the memories of the PUs, the little squares the sets of information.
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the number of rounds before the maximum (minimum) of the indices of the rows in which
operations are performed increases (decreases) by one.
The requirement of the number of turns and the evolution of the set of rows in which a
row-gossip is active is no limitation: it does not make sense to let a row-gossip hang around
in a limited set of rows. Once all connections have been used, no further gain of information
can be made there. Using this deﬁnition, we can prove the following strong result which
considerably simpliﬁes the task of designing gossiping algorithms.
Theorem 1. On a column-based network with k rows, if row-restricted row-gossip (i, j)
can be performed in T rounds for all i and j, then gossiping can be performed in T + o(k).
Proof. In each column, x of the nodes are designated as bus-stops. The value of x will be
speciﬁed later. The bus-stops are regularly interspaced with distance k/x in between. For
example, one might take all nodes in the rows lk/x, for 0 l < x. The name “bus-stop”
is inspired by their function of collecting information, which is then gossiped between the
bus-stops before disseminating it locally.
√
x consecutive bus-stops in the same column
are grouped together in a zone. The bus-stops are numbered with double indices (i1, i2),
0 i1, i2 <
√
xi1 giving the zone and i2 the number within its zone. This indexing is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The algorithm consists of three phases:
1. Route all packets to all bus-stops within their zones.
2. For all 0 i1, i2 <
√
x, perform row-gossip ((i1, i2), (i2, i1)).
3. Spread the information from the bus-stops to all PUs within their zones.
In a different context, a similar algorithm has been used in [12]. Phases 1 and 3 take
at most k/
√
x steps each. These operations can be performed by gossiping in the linear
subarrays with k/
√
x PUs each. Phase 2 in principle takes T rounds, as long as the most
time consuming row-gossip, but we still must take care of possible conﬂicts between the
operations of various row-gossips. When two row-gossips are active in overlapping rows,
we give priority to the one moving towards the rows with higher indices. If two row-gossips
running in the same direction are conﬂicting, then the slower one is delayed. Because our
assumption that the number of changes of direction and speed is constant a row-gossip is
delayed by any other row gossip for at most a constant number of rounds. The total number
of row gossips equals x, so, the total incurred delay is O(x). Choosing x = k2/3, the total
time for the three rounds becomes T + O(k2/3). 
An important aspect here is that the gossiping time is only stated up to lower-order terms.
In routing on meshes and the like this is a common way of specifying results, but in the
theory on gossiping onemostly ﬁnds either precise results, like 5/2k+1, or very unspeciﬁc
results like O(k). As in the area of gossiping on regular networks the main open questions
are about the value of the leading constants, the later type of results is not appropriate,
whereas the ﬁrst type of results may be too hard to establish.
Before deriving new results in the following sections we ﬁrst show how this theorem can
be used to give a new proof of some known but non-trivial results. We need some more
vocabulary. By walking we mean the operation of forwarding information using only the
edges of the columns. So, while walking information spreads up- or downwards one row
per round. The other operation is called braiding. It consists of two routing rounds, the ﬁrst
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Fig. 3. The distribution of the bus-stops within the columns.
using connections between the columns, the second using connections within the columns.
While braiding, the information progresses up- or downwards one row every two routing
operations while spreading between the columns as well. The operations are illustrated in
Fig. 4. In the following Tgos(CCCk) denotes the number of rounds for gossiping on CCCk .
Tgos(SBFk) and Tgos(WBFk) are deﬁned analogously.We use a similar notation for the time
to perform row-restricted row-gossiping. For example, T (WBFk, i, j) denotes the time to
perform row-gossip (i, j) onWBFk .
Proposition 1.
Tgos(CCCk)  212k + o(k),
Tgos(SBFk)  3k + o(k),
Tgos(WBFk)  212k + o(k).
Proof. On CCCk , row-gossip (i, i) can be performed by braiding in one direction for
2k rounds. To obtain row-gossip(i, j), we ﬁrst perform row-gossip (i, i) and then walk
along the shortest path from row i to row j. This walking takes at most k/2 rounds, so
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FIRST CROSS
THEN STRAIGHT
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Fig. 4. Walking and braiding on butterﬂies. Initially, the two sets of information are only available in the lower
PUs. After the routing they are available in one or both of the upper PUs, respectively.
T (CCCk, i, j)212k rounds. All conditions are satisﬁed (actually there are no conﬂicts
at all).
WBFk is interpreted as a networkwith columns of height 2k as drawn in Fig. 1 on the right.
To perform row-gossip (i, j), where 0 i, j < 2k, on this network we braid for 2k rounds.
However, we must be careful to choose the path right in order to keep the total walking
distance bounded by k/2+O(1). Consider the structure ofWBFk . The cycles of length 2k
consist of two subcycles of length k. For row-gossip (i, j) we distinguish two cases. If i
and j are in the same subcycle, then the braiding runs cyclically through the rows of this
cycle, performing row-gossip(i, i). After this, the information walks along the shortest path
within the subcycle to row j. This walking takes at most k/2 rounds because we are on
a cycle of length k. If i and j are in different subcycles, we ﬁrst perform row-gossip(i, (i +
k)mod 2k) by braiding and then walk to row j along the shortest path within the subcycle
of j.
On SBFk we proceed similarly, only here there are no “wrap-around” connections. Here
the goals is to do at most k walking in total. We refer to the representation of SBFk with
2k + 2 rows as in Fig. 1 on the right. Without loss of generality we may assume that i lies
in the upper half, and that i lies closer to the top or bottom than j. Under these assumptions,
the row gossiping can be performed by ﬁrst walking i rounds to row 0, then braiding for 2k
rounds and ﬁnally walking to row j. This takes i + 2k + j − k = k + i + j3k rounds if
jk, and i + 2k + k − j = 3k + i − j3k if jk. See Fig. 5 for an illustration. 
3. Improvements
Except for lower-order terms, the gossiping time for CCCk in Proposition 1 is opti-
mal, matching a lower bound. This result has been obtained before. The other results in
Proposition 1, which are not new either, are not matching a lower bound. In [11], it is
shown that gossiping onWBFk asymptotically requires at least 1.7396k rounds. For SBFk ,
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Fig. 5. Row-gossiping on SBFk in 3k+O(1). Depicted is the case ikj . In the picture a straight line indicates
that the information is walking, the zigzag indicates that the information is braiding.
the diameter of 2k gives a lower bound. In both cases there is a considerable gap with the
results actually obtained.
3.1. Reduction of the problem
Because the rows in the upper and lower half are mirrored around the center, we have the
following bounds.
Lemma 1.
T (WBFk, k, k)  T (WBFk, 0, 2k + 1)+ O(1),
T (WBFk, 0, 0)  T (WBFk, 0, 2k + 1)+ O(1).
Proof. Analgorithm for row-gossip(0, 2k+1) canbe turned into an algorithm for row-gossip
(0, 0) by replacing any operation in row l, for l > k by an operation in row 2k + 1 − l.
After doing this, it can be turned into an algorithm for row-gossip(k, k) by replacing any
operation in row l by an operation in row k− l. Possibly this induces some conﬂicts, the cost
of which is bounded by O(1), because we assume that the row-gossiping is row-restricted.

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Fig. 6. Row-gossip(i, j) for the case ikj .
Lemma 2. If T (WBFx, 0, 2x+ 1)(2+ )x+O(1), for all x, then T (WBFk, i, j)(2+
)k + O(1), for all i, j . So, under this condition
Tgos(SBFk)  (2+ )k + o(k),
Tgos(WBFk)  (2+ /2)k + o(k).
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1, we assume that i lies in the upper half, and that i
lies closer to the top or bottom than j. If jk, then the packets travel as indicated in Fig. 6.
The ﬁrst two moves together are an instance of row-gossip(WBFi , i, i), and the last two
moves are an instance of row-gossip (WBFj−k, 0, 0). So, the total cost can be estimated as
(2 + )i + 2(2k − i − j) + (2 + )(j − k)(2 + )k. The further claim follows from
Theorem 1 where we have shown that, except for lower order terms, gossiping costs the
same as the most expensive row-gossip. 
This lemma allows us to focus from the very general gossiping problem on one speciﬁc
row-gossiping instance, which we will try to perform more efﬁciently in the following. To
simplify even further, we will be working with a slightly different network in the following:
SBF′k is obtained by gluing two copies of SBFk upside-down together. It has 2k + 2 rows
and 2k columns. SBF′k is more regular, but clearly anything that can be done on SBF′k can
also be done on SBFk . This regularity facilitates proving results like the following.
Lemma 3. If T (SBF′l , 0, 2l + 1) t , then T (SBF′cl, 0, 2cl + 1)ct .
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Proof. Theproof goes by induction.The case c = 1 is given. So, assume thatT (SBF′(c−1)l , 0,
2(c − 1)l + 1)(c − 1)t . Every column can be indexed by a pair (i, j), where i gives the
l most important bits of the index and j the (c − 1)l least important bits. A PU is indicated
by giving its row and column. Now we show that an information starting in an arbitrary
PU (0, (i, j)) of row 0 reaches an arbitrary PU (2cl+1, (i′, j ′)) of row 2cl+1. It is essential
that the lowest and highest rows only work on the least important bits, and that the central
rows only work on the most important bits. In the lowest (c − 1)l rows the information
travels as it would do in SBF′(c−1)l , when it would have to go from column j to column j ′.
It thus reaches some PU ((c − 1)l, (i, j ′′)). Then it performs the operations that it would
perform in SBF′l , when traveling from i to i′. Doing this, the information reaches some
PU ((c + 1)l + 1, (i′, j ′′)). From there it continues to PU (2cl + 1, (i′, j ′)) as it would do
in the upper half of SBF′(c−1)l . 
3.2. Performing row-gossip (0, 2k + 1) and possible gain
The goal is to show that T (SBF′k, 0, 2k + 1) < 3k. The idea is that if rows (possibly in
different halves of the network) are covered twice, then we do not need to perform a pure
braiding one time and a pure walking the other time. So far every row gossip was active in
only one row at a time. Nowwe will relax this, thereby making some walking-like progress,
while also achieving some braiding-like progress.
First we study what might be achieved. The columns are divided in sections of length d.
In every section we allow to spend (1 + )d rounds. So, if we start in a column with only
zeroes in the binary expansion of its index, and we always proceed straight ﬁrst, then all
columns can be reached with at most d ones in the binary expansion of their indices. Thus,
we reach
∑d
i=0
(
d
i
)

(
d
d
)

((
1

) ( 1
1− 
)1−)d
columns. We take  to be the solution of
√
2 =
(
1

) ( 1
1− 
)1−
.
That is, we take   0.11. In that case, we reach 2d/2 columns in (1 + )d rounds, while
progressing d rows. This means that if we perform this “semi-braiding” operation in all
rows, that is, if we take d = 2k, we may just have reached all columns in the end. By then
we have used 2(1 + )k  2.22k rounds. Substituting in Lemma 2, shows that we may
hope to perform the gossiping in 2.22k and 2.11k rounds, respectively. One should notice,
however, that if potentially n columns can be reached, this does not necessarily mean that
we can actually reach n different columns. So, most likely the leading constants computed
above cannot be achieved with our method.
Row-broadcasting is deﬁned as the operation of spreading the data initially in one PU
to all PUs in a given row. This deﬁnition preserves the usual relation of broadcasting and
gossiping: row-broadcasting from all PUs in a row gives a row-gossip. In the remainder we
will only consider row-broadcasting from the PU in the lower-left corner to the highest row.
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Fig. 7. Row-broadcasting schedule for SBF′5 requiring 13 rounds, 2 fewer than required when braiding for 10
rounds and then walking for 5 rounds. Indicated are the used connections. The thickest lines give the packets that
are not delayed. The intermediate lines, give packets that are delayed once. The thinnest lines, only occurring in
the lower half, indicate packets that are delayed twice. Thus, the lower half takes 7 and the upper half 6 rounds.
An example is given in Fig. 7, it shows that in principle we may hope to break through the
3k bound.
One serious problem is that without modiﬁcation we cannot simply overlap 32 of the
operations in Fig. 7 shifted horizontally to perform a row-gossip without conﬂicts. Either,
as is done in Section 4, one might strive for more regular schedules, or the schedules in
the different columns may be offset in order not to conﬂict. The schedule of Fig. 7 is hard,
because there are many conﬂicts. However, as an example, assume an alternative schedule
that is active in three rows at a time with conﬂicts only between operations in columns that
are at distance 16. Then the row-broadcasting can start with delay 3 in the right half of the
network. In a larger network, where the given operation is only a small building bloc, new
broadcasting operations can be started periodically every six rounds. In this way, one might
arrange things so that only one such delay is incurred over the whole row-gossiping, but at
present we do not know how to do this.
4. Coherent row-broadcasting
A row-broadcasting schedule for a column-based network is called coherent, if all opera-
tions that are performedduring anygiven round in anygiven rowuse the “same” connections.
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In the case of SBFk , thismeans that all packets with a given delay should use in a given round
either straight or cross connections but not both. In general, coherent row broadcasting can
only be deﬁned if in every row the connections of the PUs can be allocated to classes so
that all connections in a class can be used at the same time without causing conﬂicts.
Lemma 4. If coherent row-broadcasting can be performed in t rounds, then also row-
gossiping can be performed in t rounds.
Proof. One row broadcasting scheme is started from each of the PUs in the row of origin.
If in any given step more than one information must be forwarded from a given PU, then
apparently these data have the same delay. Thus, by deﬁnition, they want to use the same
connection, cross or straight, and can be combined. 
4.1. First results
An example of a coherent row-broadcasting schedule is given in Fig. 8. It spreads the
information in SBF′3 from the lower-left PU to all 8 PUs at the top. It uses 8 rounds for this.
For k = 5, a similar schedule is given in Fig. 9. It requires 13 rounds. Because they are
coherent, these schedules can be used to construct row-gossiping schedules.
Lemma 5.
Tgos(SBFk)  235k + o(k),
Tgos(WBFk)  2 310k + o(k).
Proof. According to Lemma 4, 32 of the coherent row-broadcasting schedules of Fig. 9 can
be combined to obtain row-gossip(0, 2k + 1) on SBF′5. According to Lemma 3, c of these
schedules can be combined to perform row-gossip(0, 2k + 1) on SBF′5c in 13c rounds. For
k not a multiple of 5, we just add a few walking or braiding operations to complete the row-
gossiping. Thus, for all k, row-gossip(0, 2k+1) can be performed on SBF′k in 13/5k+O(1)
rounds. This schedule is so that at any given time packets from a given row-gossip are active
in only three rows at a time. In that case, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 give the result. 
Notice that this result is perfectly general, though we have only given a schedule for
SBF′5.
4.2. Towards the bound of 212k
The main achievement of this paper is showing that asymptotically Tgos(WBFk) < 212k.
The bound of 2 12k rounds was a long standing results, and one might have believed it to be
tight. Nevertheless we also aim at establishing the smallest possible leading constants. So,
we should come with bigger schedules, which at a certain point can no longer be found by
hand and which cannot be veriﬁed by checking a picture.
A coherent row-broadcasting schedule allowing for d1 delay in the lower half of the
network and d2 delay in the upper half can be represented by giving (d1 + 1) + (d2 + 1)
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Fig. 8. Coherent row-broadcasting on SBF′3 in 8 rounds. Indicated are the used connections. The thick lines give
the packets that are not delayed. The thin lines, give packets that are delayed once. Thus, each half of the schedule
takes 4 rounds.
numbers of k bits each, thewave vectors. They indicate the column inwhich a packet starting
in column 0 would end when it would exclusively use the by 0, . . . , d1 rounds delayed
wave for the lower half or the 0, . . . , d2 delayed wave for the upper half. For example, the
schedules in Figs. 8 and 9 can be represented as ((0, 7), (0, 5)) and ((0, 31, 0), (0, 21)),
respectively. This concise representation is an important additional advantage of working
with coherent schedules. The wave vectors for the lower half are denoted wi , 0 id1,
those for the upper half w′i , 0 id2. The regular structure of the network guarantees that
if ((w0, . . . , wd1), (w′0, . . . , w′d2)) is a schedule, than so is ((w
′
0, . . . , w
′
d2
), (w0, . . . , wd1)).
It also guarantees that if there are schedules at all, then there is also a schedule with w0 =
w′0 = 0.
To obtain even better gossiping results, we have to investigate schedules for row-gossiping
on SBFk for k > 5. In order to speed up this process and to allow for exhaustive search,
we have written the program described in Section 5. It shows that for k = 4 a coherent
row-broadcast can reach at most 13 nodes with a schedule of 10 rounds. It also shows that
for k = 5 there are many more schedules requiring 13 rounds (many of them related). For
k = 6 there are no coherent schedules of length 15. Using such schedules at most 55 of
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Fig. 9. Coherent row-broadcasting on SBF′5 in 13 rounds. Indicated are the used connections. The thickest lines
give the packets that are not delayed. The intermediate lines, give packets that are delayed once. The thinnest lines,
only occurring in the lower half, indicate packets that are delayed twice. Thus, the lower half takes 7 and the upper
half 6 rounds.
the 64 columns can be reached. More generally, our program, after many improvements,
has found schedules requiring 5k/2 + 1 rounds, for all k15, and nothing better. For
k = 15, one of the solutions is ((0, 32767, 0, 32767, 0), (0, 27483, 17846, 32461, 24)).
Just as in Lemma 5, this can be used to prove that gossiping on SBFk can be performed in
38/15k + o(k) rounds. 38/15 = 2.533, so we already have come close to our main result.
Theorem 2. If coherent row-broadcasting on SBF′k can be performed in 5k/2+1 roundsfor all k, then
Tgos(SBFk)  212k + o(k),
Tgos(WBFk)  214k + o(k).
Proof. If Tgos(SBF′l ) = 5l/2 + 1, for any constant l, the previous lemmas immediately
give Tgos(SBFk) = 5/2k + ck/l, for a small constant c1. So, for obtaining the desired
result, we should take l non-constant. The problem with this is that we then violate the
assumption that the row-gossiping is active in only a constant number of rows.
The best idea is to construct row-gossip(0, 2k + 2) from coherent row-broadcasting
operations each spanning k 14 rows (see Lemma 3). This results in a schedule of length
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2 12k + O(k3/4). Such a schedule is active in at most k1/4 rows at a time. If we choose the
bus-stops to lie k1/2 apart with k1/4 of them in each zone (see the proof of Theorem 1 for
details), then the conﬂicts between the schedules result in at most another O(k3/4) delay.

4.3. Completing the argument
We have proposed a series of reductions of the gossiping problem. The argument went
as follows. First it was shown that gossiping is not essentially harder than row-gossiping
(Theorem 1); then that we can concentrate on row-gossiping(0, 2k + 1) (Lemma 2); then
that schedules for large k may be composed of schedules for small k (Lemma 3); then
that row-gossiping can be performed by composing coherent row-broadcasting schedules
(Lemma 4). Now we will complete all this by describing and analyzing schedules that
satisfy the premise of Theorem 2.
In the following, the schedule for coherent row-broadcasting on SBF′k will be denoted Sk .
Its (d1+1)+ (d2+1)wave vectors are given in binary, which is natural in consideration of
the binary operations of the network. Sk is written down as a matrix with a special format.
For example,
S1 =


0
0
1

 , S3 =


1 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1

 , S5 =


1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0

 .
Here the lower rows give the movements in the lower half of SBF′k and the upper rows the
movements in the upper half. In each half the vectors have increasing delay away from the
middle. The full pattern of the Sk is already hidden here, though it is not so obvious as one
might believe. There are two transitions to distinguish.
From k = 4l + 1 to k′ = 4l + 3. The existing rows are extended on the right with twice
the number they are ending on. So,
(· · · 0)−→ (· · · 0 0 0),
(· · · 1)−→ (· · · 1 1 1).
In addition, one new row is added to the upper half: (1 0 1 · · · 0 1 0) for k′ = 8m+ 3 and
(0 1 0 · · · 1 0 1) for k′ = 8m+ 7. Applying these rules, we can derive S7 from S5:
S5 =


1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0

 −→ S7 =


0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0


.
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From k = 4l+ 3 to k′ = 4l+ 5. All existing rows are extended on the left with the same
two numbers they so far were starting with
(0 0 · · ·)−→ (0 0 0 0 · · ·),
(0 1 · · ·)−→ (0 1 0 1 · · ·),
(1 0 · · ·)−→ (1 0 1 0 · · ·),
(1 1 · · ·)−→ (1 1 1 1 · · ·).
In addition, one new row is added to the lower half: (1 1 · · · 1 1) for k′ = 8m + 1 and
(0 0 · · · 0 0) for k′ = 8m+ 5. Applying these rules, we can derive S9 from S7:
S7 =


0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0


−→ S9
=


0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1


.
The computer has tested the Sk for all k23. For networks of this size (SBF′23 has
46223 nodes) even the most powerful computer could never ﬁnd schedules by
trying.
Lemma 6. For all odd k, Sk gives a coherent row-broadcasting schedule for SBF′k .
Proof. Clearly Sk is coherent. The proof that Sk is also a row-broadcasting schedule
goes by induction. For k5, this has been checked. So, we may assume Sk and Sk−2
are row-broadcasting schedules, when we are proving this for Sk′ , for an odd value
k′ = k + 27.
We ﬁrst consider the transition from k = 4l + 1 to k′ = 4l + 3. In order to make the
argument more concrete, we assume that k′ = 8m + 7 but, ﬂipping zeroes and ones, the
other case follows immediately. Let d = l + 1. Then we have delay vectors w0, . . . , wd
and w′0, . . . , w′d , each of length k′. We are mainly interested in w0, w1, w′d−2, w′d−1 and
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w′d . Thus, essentially our situation looks like
w′d 1 0
w′d−1 1 1
w′d−2 0 0
w0 0 0
w1 1 1
We will use that inside this block we ﬁnd back Sk . Starting with 0 0 (the least signiﬁcant
bits of w0), we can continue with the operations of Sk , and ﬁnish with either 1 1 (the least
signiﬁcant bits of w′d−1) or 1 0 (the least signiﬁcant bits of w′d ). This shows that all nodes
with least signiﬁcant bits 1 0 or 1 1 are reached. How about the nodes with least signiﬁcant
bits 0 0? These can be reached by starting with 0 0 (the least signiﬁcant bits of w0), and
ending with 0 0 (the least signiﬁcant bits of w′d−2), not using w′d−1 and w′d , or by starting
with 0 1 (bit 0 ofw0 and bit 1 ofw1), not usingw0, and ending with 1 0 (the least signiﬁcant
bits of w′d ). Neither of these two schedules reaches all nodes of SBF′k , but, by splitting up
further, it can be shown that the union of what is reached by each of them is the whole
set. The nodes whose least signiﬁcant bits are 0 1 can be reached by starting with 0 0 and
ending with 0 1 (bit 1 of w′d−2 and bit 0 of w′d−1), not using w′d−1 and w′d , or by starting
with 1 1, not using w0, and ending with 1 0 (the least signiﬁcant bits of w′d ). This is the
same situation as before.
The transition from k = 4l + 3 to k′ = 4l + 5 is analyzed analogously. Here we assume
that k′ = 8m + 1. For d = l + 1, we have delay vectors w0, . . . , wd+1 and w′0, . . . , w′d .
The situation looks like
w′1 1 0
w′0 0 0
wd−1 1 1
wd 0 0
wd+1 1 1
Performing the operations of the lower half with the least signiﬁcant k bits ﬁrst, we can
continue with 0 0 (bit k and k + 1 of wd ) or 1 0 (bit k of wd and bit k + 1 of wd+1) or
1 1 (bit k and k + 1 of wd+1). Then we start in the upper half with 0 0, and perform the
operations given by the least signiﬁcant k bits of the w′i . On the least signiﬁcant bits we
have performed Sk . Thus, all nodes with most signiﬁcant bits 0 0, 1 0 and 1 1 have been
reached. The nodes whose most signiﬁcant bits are 0 1, can be reached by ending the lower
half with 0 1 (bit k of wd−1 and bit k + 1 of wd ), not using wd and wd+1 and starting the
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upper half with 0 0, or by ending the lower half with 1 1 (the most signiﬁcant bits ofwd+1)
and starting the upper half with 1 0 (the most signiﬁcant bits of w′1), not using w′0. By a
further case distinction and using the induction hypothesis for Sk−2 it can be shown that the
union of the two sets of reached nodes is all of SBF′k . 
5. Program
Short schedules for coherent row-broadcasting are the key to faster gossiping on butterﬂy
networks. For k = 3 and 5, such schedules are given in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Lemma 5
is based on these schedules. In order to prove stronger results, we had to construct larger
schedules with a for which the ratio between the length and k is smaller than 13/5. The
depicted schedules were constructed by hand, but computer support was needed to ﬁnd
these better schedules.
We started with a program that could perform trivial exhaustive search within a speciﬁed
range of values. This program was useful for ﬁnding schedules up to k = 7. Because the
problem grows extremely fast with k (the number of nodes to process for every solution
grows exponentially, and the solution space grows even faster), only a considerably better
approach can bring us further. We have introduced the following reﬁnements, each of them
allowing us to solve problems for k larger by two.
• Most promising ﬁrst. For each of the wave vectors, all possible values where sorted
according to the number of nodes that they allowed to reach, and then processed in this
order.
• Testing only ((0, n−1, 0, . . .), (0, ∗, ∗, . . .)).We discovered soon that it was no limitation
to ﬁx all wave vectors in the lower half and the ﬁrst in the upper half. This gives a strong
reduction of the search space.
• Specifying the number of different bits. By imposing that two consecutive wave vectors
should be the same in not more than a speciﬁed number of bits, the search space was
reduced even further.
• Setting thresholds. By imposing that after performing the wave vectors w′0, . . . , w′d2−1
in the upper half at least a certain (rather large) fraction of the nodes has to be reached,
the search could be limited to a tree with degree less than 100.
• Bit parallelism. By using the bits of integers to represent sets and by fully exploiting bit-
parallel operations, the memory consumption was minimized and the operations became
much faster.
The program was crucial for discovering the general structure presented in Section 4.3.
The complete program is available at http://www.informatik.uni-halle.de/-
∼jopsi/dprog/schedule.c.
6. Conclusion and open problems
We have shown how to solve gossiping on SBFk in 2 12k+ o(k). This result is based on a
reduction of gossiping to row-gossiping, which in turn was solved by overlapping shifted
copies of a coherent row-broadcasting schedule. This result is a step in the right direction,
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but it still leaves a considerable gap with the lower bound of 2k. ForWBFk , we improved
the gossiping time to 214k + o(k), leaving a similar gap to the lower bound. It appears that
the real issue is now to prove better lower bounds.At the same time, we still see some room
for improvements of the approach presented in this paper:
• It appears (but we are sure only for small k) that coherent row-broadcasting cannot be
performed in less than 212k rounds, but this does not exclude that row-gossiping might
be performed faster.
• The algorithms are not practical because of the lower-order terms. However, we think
that further analysis will reveal that all operations can be ﬁt together so that no delays
arise due to conﬂicts.
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